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Richard Pevear translates Pushkin
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Richard Pevear: On translation

Discussions of translation generally turn around the notions of
faithfulness and freedom.  But  faithfulness to what?  Freedom from
what, and for what?  Whom does the translator listen to?  What inner
voice guides him in this paradoxical operation?  Publishers now have
at their disposal a computer program which assesses what they call
the "readibility level" of a text – say, of a novel or a translation of a
novel that is submitted to them.  A certain quantity of polysyllabic
words or complex sentences lowers the readibility level.  For
marketing purposes, a high readibility level is considered good.  Books
with a high readability level are known as "reader friendly."  When we
were translating Anna Karenina, we were told by our editors that
what they wanted was a "reader friendly" translation, and that the
version we had submitted was far from "reader friendly."  I told them
that if there was anything Tolstoy was not it was reader friendly.
Fortunately, we were able to have the translation our way, but I
wonder how a younger or less experienced translator would have
fared.



Richard Pevear on translation (2)

Translation is not the transfer of a detachable "meaning" from one
language to another.  It is a dialogue between two languages.  It
takes place in a space between two languages.  And most often also
between two historical moments.  Much of the real value of
translation as an art comes from that unique situation.  It is not
exclusively the language of arrival or the time of the translator and
reader that should be privileged.  We all know, in the case of War
and Peace, that we are reading a nineteenth-century Russian novel;
it should not read as if it was written yesterday in English.  That
fact allows the twenty-first century translator a different range of
possibilities than may exist for a twenty-first century writer.  It
allows for an enrichment of the translator's own language, rather
than the imposition of his language on the foreign original.



Richard Pevear citing Paul Ricoeur

Translation is the mediation between the plurality of
cultures and the unity of humanity . . . the astonishing
phenomenon of translation is that it transfers the
meaning of one language to another or of one culture
to another, not making them identical, however, but
offering only an equivalent.  Translation is the
phenomenon of equivalence without identity.  In this
it serves the project of humanity, without breaking
down the initial plurality.  That is a figure of
humanity engendered by translation in the very flesh
of plurality.



Muriel Spark at home
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From the Hand of Muriel Spark
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MurieSpark’s beheading



Circles of silence
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Wagner’s Dream
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From the hand of Jonathan Harvey
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Alan Jenkins’ Drunken Boats
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Rimbaud in his cups
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Final stanzas of “The Drunken Boat”
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Lydia Davis: Proust, Blanchot & A Woman in Red
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A Proust Alphabet

• First para from Lydia’s introduction to the Proust Alphabet



Isabella Ducrot: Text as Textile
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Patrizia Cavalli
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Rachel Shihor: Days Bygone
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David Hendler
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Ornan Rotem on modern Hebrew



Simon Leys: Notes from the Hall of Uselessness
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Simon Leys translates Chinese
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Simon Leys on
translation &

creation



Paul Muldoon: When the Pie was Opened
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Lanfranco Quadrio
























